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EDITORIALS. 
OLLEGE opened nearly three weeks ago with unusual en-
thusiasm on the part of all conc~rned. The entering , class 
may rightly feel that they were responsible tor a good part of 
the atmosphere of prosperity. Certainly the crowded first-row seats 
in chapel were a cheering sight, even to those who miss faces on the rows 
behind. It is your vocation, nineteen hundred and eight, to fill the 
places of those who have gone in ev·ery department of college life, and 
to improve upon the work of your predecessors, if not now, at least 
before you leave. Much is expected of you, in fact, and so, with all 
confidence that you will fulfill it, we urge you to do your best individu-
ally and as a class. 
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N view of the approaching Inauguration of President Luther 
we can only urge the undergraduates to realize that they have 
an important part to perform. Many are looking forward 
to the day with a pleasant consciousness that it is all in the hands of a 
graduate committee. Anyone, however, who was present at the Col-
lege meeting of October 4th can hardly continue to fe~l. entirely unre-
sponsible. A very large p·art of the day and of the success of the whole 
occasion depends upon the efforts of undergraduates, - not one or 
half a dozen, but the whole body. The illumination, singing, and 
marching will be creditable if a fair proportion · do their share. It 
happens, however, to be a day when it might be well to work with a 
rather higher standard. We shall have some enthusiasm, plenty of it, 
on the day itself, but unless some preparations are made in the same 
spirit a great part of it will be wasted. 
·~ S editors of the TABLET we take pleasure in welcoming our IR contemporary the Trinity Tripod. We believe that the new 
" = periodical will help undergraduate organizations and will prove 
the best factor - for advertising the name of the College and its in-
terests. In short, we might quote that part of the paper's constitution 
which appeared in the first number, for the purpose of subjoining our 
approval of each sentence and our confidence that the new board will 
attain the ends there expressed. 
We have also a selfish reason for being glad to see the Tripod's 
success. The TABLET has always experienced the difficulty of being 
expected to report news promptly and at the same time appear only 
twelve times during the College year. We shall in the future be able to 
simply review, and not, as was often the case, be forced to anticipate 
the questions and events of each month. Besides this it is our ambition 
to increase and improve the literary portions of the paper, but in this 
direction we dare not promise too much. It will lie with others than 
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our board, and we can only ask the College body to contribute more 
freely than they have done since the present editorial staff can remem-
ber. We also renew our yearly invitation to graduates to favor us 
with contributions in any form, communications perhaps in particular. 
But we shall always be grateful for assistance of any kind. We have 
wandered rather far afield, however, from our intended line of welcome 
and encouragement to the editors of the Tripod. We can only close 
with a plea that all our readers, alumni, undergraduates, and friends 
will support both College pe~iodical~, ·- the old and established, but 
never, we believe, more energetic and confident in improvement, and 
the newer, more informal, and of necessity, not by design, more irre-
sponsible semiweekly, - as they deserve . 
• 
"' E are anxious, however, to correct an impression which seems 
to be prevalent among friends of the College. An article 
which appeared in the Hartford Courant announcing the ap-
pe~rance of the Tripod may . have been responsible for it to 
some extent. Since the semiweekly paper will take upon itself the 
burden of reporting Col.leg~. news many appear to suppose that the 
. TABLET will change its character immediately. As we have said, it 
is the ambition of the editors to enlarge and improve the literary depart-
ment; that does not necessitate doing away with all matter which has 
interested alumni subscribers for the past thirty-seven years. We hope 
to keep up our graduate list, and we realize that the majority of men 
who have left College would not be apt to take a paper devoted entirely 
to undergraduate literary effort. We have determined, therefore, to 
continue to publish our College and Campus notes, and shall probably 
give as much space to them as we have in the past. Athletics will only 
be cut down to scores, the lineups, and brief criticisms of games. These 
departments and editorials, we believe, have always claimed alumni 
attention often to the exclusion of the rest of an issue's material. 
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Graduates who subscribe to the TAB LET for the coming year will cer-
tainly find it, as much as it has ever been, a concise record of the pre-
ceding three weeks. 
- HE Tennis Association held a small but we hope a repre-m sentative meeting a short time ago and elected its officers for 
' the coming year. At the date of writing the Fall Tournament 
is under way and should prove unusually interesting, if one may judge 
by the posted list of names. The majority of members ·seem to consider 
these two events as being not only highly satisfactory in themselves, but 
as fulfilling the main object of the organization for the opening term at 
least. We, as usual more skeptical than our readers, would ask whether, 
now that the officers have been elected, the semiannual tournament is 
the only essential feature of the association's season. We should like 
t~ offer the suggestion that the T. C. T. A. was formed to enable 
undergraduates to play tennis as often as they wished, and to play on 
College grounds. The courts at present are in a· pitiful condition, -
decidedly beyond all hope of superficial treatment. They must be 
re-earthed, and it must be done properly if they are to be as good as they 
should be. Furthermore, though it is contrary to general opinion, the 
Association most certainly should not wait until spring to take steps 
of this kind. The new surface should be allowed ·to settle before it is 
used, and the winter months are the best for that purpose. We have 
this upon good authority. The expense of re-earthing to effect some 
permanent improvement would be considerable, but still it should not be 
beyond the tennis interests in College. The dues of the Association 
are one dollar a term and five dollars for a perpetual membership. 
Freshmen should see by a simple calculation that they will save if they 
donate the larger sum at once, and even Sophomores, though in their 
case the economical advantage would be less, might do the · same. 
Some general farsightedness of this kind and a reasonable return from 
upper-classmen would allow the courts to be put in good shape, and 
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should end in developing some good players in College. Will not a 
good proportion of the undergraduate body, or in fact all those who 
are not on more than one of the regular teams, join the Tennis Asso-
ciation immediately and help to put this through? Support of tennis 
is the only subject which can be successfully urged from a purely selfish 
or personally utilitarian standpoint. We state this merely as an inter-
esting fact, not, of course, as a final argument. 
TEMPUS-PANICULUM. 
(Ragtim e.) 
m O harp play I, nor classic lyre 
W On heig~ts where Phoebus strayed; 
· Nor with Pan's pipes the fauns inspire 
To caper in the shade. 
No power have I to make dull stones 
To rhythmic music rove, 
or charm wild beasts with honeyed tone 
In dim-lit magic grove. 
I strive in vain for such a strain 
As flowed from Sappho's lyre; 
But coon ·songs are my one refrain; 
My pipes are English briar. 
Alas, no Orpheus am I 
To move Eur ydice! 
M y lady's not affected by 
A ragtime melody. 
Nor cythera nor lute I play, 
To win some maid afar, 
But ragtime ditties are my lay; 
My harp- an old guitar. 
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Now some may praise old Sappho's " Stars 
About the Lovely Moon;" 
But give to me an old guitar, 
And a good old ragtime tune. 
- Burdette C. M aercklein. 
AT A PARISIAN CAFE. 
m ADDON'S favor_ite occu~ation, amu_sement, he· c~lled it study, BJ was the observat10n of his fellow bemgs. To this end he had 
~ traveled extensively for a young man. over well-worn routes, 
and had gathered in his own way a fair knowledge of history and art. 
Still it was always people, their manners of action and thought, that 
compelled a first place in his interest. After all, as he once remarked, 
was not man the cause of all the creations which intellectual folk con-
sider of prime importaflce, and- but Haddon himself had difficulties 
in completing this very original line of thought, and I shall not attempt 
to do so. The speech as it stood was an unusually philosophic one for 
Had .don, so it is perhaps no wonder that he found himself beyond his 
depth. His conversation is, as a rule, car~less to the verge of affecta-
tion, flavored with a touch of cynicism, which deceives those who do 
not know him intimately. He can, however, talk extremely well when 
he wishes. 
He was in one of his communicative moods when he told the inci-
dent I shall attempt to relate. It struck me as being interesting, perhaps 
because I know the characters, and also as deserving such belief as one 
may bestow upon ~ story told by two persons. I shall only give 
Haddon's side of it, to prevent confusion and to save my climax, such 
as it is. 
The scene was a Parisian cafe and the year some five or six years 
ago. Haddon, then in his early twenties, his peculiarities in their 
intensive youthful form, was taking a solitary tour in . France. On 
this particular evening he had strolled in among the maze of little 
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tables and seated himself for an observant smoke and a drink. He 
liked the city for the opportunities it afforded a spectator, and a cafe 
he considered the best ambush. 
Paris and its ladies in their respective glories of waxed mustaches, 
graceful dresses, powder, and rouge paraded before him. Stragglers 
dropped from the varied ranks to rest under the lights and glass, and 
Haddon, blowing his cigarette smoke to the cool air of the street, re-
garded them all. It was always his ambition to find something particu-
larly interesting before leaving for his hotel. He felt that otherwise 
an evening would fall into the category of the uneventful and easily 
forgotten, and for many such life or youth is too short. The undefined 
something on this occasion fully came up to his wishes. If he had 
been consulted beforehand he might have said almost too much so. 
The girl who appeared from the comparative dark ne s of the street, 
to occupy a chair · at an adjoining table, caught his eye immediately. 
She was prettily dressed in neat Parisian style - so much for the first 
glance. Then she looked around and at Haddon, and his heart gave 
the leap he had been hoping for. The way she looked, shyly and 
amusedly through her long lashes, and her eyes' sudden drop as they 
met his momentary stare, was really worth his long wait, he told him-
self. It seemed as if her coming was what had detained him at the 
cafe, or even brought him abroad; he hardly knew why, yet he attempted 
no explanation. He wisely settled down to enjoy her presence, and then 
took a survey of her companions. The lady was elderly and in Had-
don 's estimation commonplace, though unquestionably . French. The 
middle-aged man who completed the trio seemed to be a taciturn ex-
ample of Parisian gentility. These two, in Haddon's eyes, were merely 
a not too incongruous setting for the girl, and in a way established her 
position. The ladies were talking French; perfectly, our American 
thought. Still he reminded himself that all conversation in the language 
sounded faultless to him, though he understood it easily and could speak 
it for all practical purposes of travel~ng. He had never quite over-
come his first wonder at the fluency of the most illiterate porter and his 
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' despair of ever attaining a like proficiency. The girl herself had sug~ 
gested America. He therefore listened eagerly but in vain for a con-
firmation of his impression. 
His neighbors were rattling on about their dressmaker. The latest 
garment turned out by this important personage appeared to have ];)een 
unsatisfactory. It didn't fit, according to their opinion, and Haddon, 
doubting whether this wete possible, as it evidently had been designed 
for the young lady, still gave his ear respectfully. He was usually 
most desperately bored when a subject of this kind was under discussion; 
he even boasted of not being able to understand a word of the many 
technicalities. The younger debater must have given it a charm of her 
own. If Haddon occasionally lost the point of her praise or condemna-
tion certainly his attention never flagged. · · 
Unfortunately he could not allow himself to stare. Only once in 
several seconds did he look in the direction of the table. In spite of 
this self-imposed restriction his vigilance was rewarded. 
The young lady dropped her handkerchief. She was in the midst · 
of an illustration of how some lace was arranged. " But it wrinkled 
like this," she exclaimed in her quick earnest way, raising her hands 
to the collar of her coat. In so doing her dainty piece of lace and linen 
fell to the ground. Lying as it did on the table's further side, and as 
another table and chairs stood between it and Haddon, he could not 
stoop forward and pick it up._ He hesitated and then determined to 
verify his first conjecture as to the owner's nationality. 
" I beg your pardon," he said, speaking in English, and leaning 
forward, "but you dropped your handkerchief." 
The young lady thus addressed glanced at him quickly. Irresolu-
. tion, so it seemed, appeared before she replied: 
"Pardon, Monsieur, mais je ne, - " 
She did not understand. 
"Your handkerchief," Haddon repeated, and then seeing the futility 
of his native tongue was about to use French. Some feeling of pique, 
however, restrained him. Mademoiselle was Parisian; he felt irritated 
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at his mistake, and his annoy'ance unreasonably included the girl. 
Without reflecting that it probably would not have pleased her to be 
taken for an American, he disclosed no know ledge of another language, 
and got up to hand her the cause of the interruption. In pushing past 
the table and bending down, however, he upset a vacant chair. The 
top-heavy little iron contrivance made a noisy rattle as it fell on the 
stone, and Haddon was conscious that everyone in ·the vicinity looked 
around. The elderly lady was startled and exclaimed: " Mon Dieu ! " 
Feeling absurdly bashful and awkward and muttering the readiest 
and most powerful English expressions between his teeth Haddon 
extricated himself to ·see the girl catch sight of her handkerchief and 
pick it up herself. 
Her quick smile and sweet " Merci bien, Monsieur," restored his 
good humor to a slight degree. He replaced the overturned chair and 
returned to his own, lighting a cigarette as he did so. It helped him to 
regain his self-possession and in a minute he was again listening to the 
nearby conversation: The first words he ·heard made him thankful 
that he was not looking in the speaker's direction. 
"A good-looking young foreigner, that one there," the gentleman 
was saymg. 
" M~is oui," the girl replied, " and the way ·he blushed when he 
made all that noise - " Haddon could not catch the rest, but he 
cursed his ready blood vigorously. 
The scraps of compliments he heard, however, more than made up 
for unpleasant personalities, and he felt a quick pulse of pleasure as 
he listened. 
"Well," remarked Mademoiselle, breaking a short pause, _" you 
two, who worry about my happiness, that is the kind of ~ man I might 
like." 
" My dear child I " protested the elder lady. 
"Yes," the other went on, apparently pleased than otherwise at 
having shocked her companion, "if he is as beautiful and as polite and 
as, - I should take him." 
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[In justice to Haddon 1 must say he did not give me this conversa-
tion in French or English. I had another source of information, as I 
have said.] 
The gentleman muttered something about women proposing now-
adays, as well as fulfilling the second part of the English proverb, and 
Madame murmured her motherly word of suppression. But our young 
lady took both in her light-hearted way. 
"We must go," sh·e said, laughing, "before I offer myself," and 
pushed back her chair. The sudden movement made the evening 
complete. A hurrying waiter was passing behind her at that instant 
bearing aloft a tray of coffee. The chair hitting his knees destroyed 
the balance of his burden and brought down half the contents of the 
cups in spite of his frantic efforts to keep the liquid on the tray. Had-
don turning just in time to see the catastrophe had his anxiety for his 
lady turned to the most sudden bewilderment. It was only her simple 
little exclamation of dismay, but it was in English. 
"Oh, dear" ! she cried, "my' · new dress. It's - " And she 
stopped abruptly. Meeting Haddon's astonished eyes she turned 
cnmson. 
He was the first to recover, but a return of his exasperation made 
him lose the forbearance so characteristic of his usual good-nature. 
He seized his opportunity cruelly. · 
" lei, gan;on," he called, beckoning to another waiter, and in his 
best French, in low but distinct tones, directed him to Mademoiselle's 
assistance. 
It was the ast straw. To have been deceived in addition to being 
found out, to have placed herself in such a position, - Haddon felt 
sorry for her . . But not . a look did she give him. Gathering in her 
. stained skirt she swept out of the cafe like an insulted princess, and 
hailing a carriage entered it, her somewhat bewildered companions 
following. 
"Well," I had remarked when Haddon had come to this point of 
his story. " I shouldn't have thought that was the most auspicious of 
introductions." 
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"I had good luck, I suppose," he admitted, modestly. "She 
dropped her card-case and I managed to get a presentation at a recep-
tion. I couldn't have got along very far without that." 
It was some time after this when he said that the position he was 
in was really most fav'orable for gaining a girl's interest. 
"I knew I was in the wrong and so was determined to bear with 
snubs," he explained, " and she in turn, after trying to be disagreeable, 
was touched by my apparent good terriper and persevering attention." 
This last piece of philosophy was given to the world, through me, 
after I had heard the incident related by my other equally good author-
ity, which was also after I had performed my part as "best man." 
G. E. Gostenhofer. 
THE HUMORIST WHO DIPPED INTO TRAGEDY. 
HARLES WILMINGTON LOWELL, the humorist and 
caricaturist of Yankee life, stepped from his train at Judson's 
Corners and walked across the platform to see who had come 
to meet him and drive him over the four miles to his country home. 
But as no one seemed to have assumed the office of personal conductor 
to stranded humorists, and as the hour was late the writer laid his brown 
overcoat across his arm, picked up his suit case and started to walk 
briskly through the crisp afternoon air up the four miles of hills. 
But the first mile developed the fact that the air which had seemed 
cool and bracing after the stuffy atm_osphere of the smoking car was 
decidedly warm when one was obliged to walk and assume the role of 
porter at the same time. Ev .en as he pondered on these things Mr. 
Charles Wilmington Lowell felt the cuff of that arm which bore the 
light overcoat grow damp and soggy under its unusual swathing of 
cloth. 
The suit ca~e grew heavier and heavier and the coat warmer and 
warmer till the depictor of Y ankeeland could stand it no long_er, and at 
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the top of the next hill paused to mop his face and pray with his whole 
humorist's soul that one of his own deacons or tin-peddlers or farmers 
might come along with one of the rattling wagons that he had so often 
pictured for the reading public, and give him a lift. The pr ayers 
seemed unanswered at first, as the only apparent signs of life in the 
whole landscape · were a boy calling to his cows on a hillside and a 
journeyman carpenter, with his tin dinner pail, walking towards the 
station. 
But, though delayed, the answer came at last, and half a mile farther 
on the author heard a horse and wagon come clanking up behind him. 
Turning to see if there might be an empty seat his glance was met by a 
middle-aged and fairly respectable horse, with an aged and highly 
disreputable buckboard. The wheels of the vehicle were spattered 
with mud; a low rail which had once borde red the springing floor was 
broken and rattled with every step of the horse; the cushions, once 
green, had faded to a sickly purple and in some places had parted com-
pany entirely with the woodwork, and showed the white lining of the 
cushions in great patches. 
On the seat was a young man in overalls, a grey shirt, and a b1g 
straw hat which completely hid the face of the wearer as the latter sat 
with his elbows on his knees, his face in his hands, and the reins 
dangling loosely over the crazy dashboard. 
As the would-be passenger watched the approaching wagon and 
wondered whether he would have to awaken its driver the latter looked 
up suddenly, and a minute later stopped his horse beside the waiting 
figure. 
But instead of the nasal tones and the sharp speech that the student 
of character expected to hear, the young man begin in a voice that was 
positively musical and entirely foreign to its surroundings: 
"If you-all are gwine mah wey, ah'd be veh glad to give you a 
rahd." 
Lowell recovered quickly from his astonishment, and with a word 
of thanks climbed to the vacant seat and leaned his bag against the 
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dashboard. A minute later, wishing to discover the mystery of the 
South Carolina voice in the heart of the Connecticut hills, he said: 
"I take it you haven't lived here long?" 
The young man laughed and replied: 
"Ah reckon you-a.ll cain't get use to the wey ah talk. It seems lak 
none of them cain. Ah was b'on in Virginia, but ah've live yere ev' 
since ah was fo' years ole." 
Of course the writer at once scented a story, and after a few 
skillful leading questions the young man was telling his whole history. 
He said that his father had been a large slaveholder in Western Vir-
ginia, but that shortly before the war he had been convinced that 
slavery was wrong and had freed all of his slaves. At the beginning 
of the war he had given his sympathies to the Union, but as he could 
not fight against his friends and neighbors, and yet could not remain 
quietly at home and stand the cold looks and colder remarks of those 
around him, he had moved North to Connecticut, to a little farm which 
had been left him by a relative. Of course the war had wiped out the 
Southern property entirely and the genial old Virginian planter, with 
his wife and little boy, had been left high and dry in the miqdle of 
Yankeedom. · 
The narrator told nothing except the simple events, but as he went 
on his listener could easily picture the position of the old " Colonel," 
with his easygoing Southern ways, his gentle manners, and his absolute 
need of every luxury, on a rocky, mountain farm in the midst of kindly 
but uncomprehending ' people, and his -eyes filled with tears as the 
young Southerner told of how one old darky and his wife - the house 
servants - had refused their freedom and had ·come North with his 
master; of how the old darky had grown too old to be of any real use; 
how his son had" turned no 'count" and run away; and how for many 
years things had been pretty black on the old Colonel's farm. But at 
last the young man himself had grown old enough to work and had 
already paid off the mortgage, although it had been hard saving. 
The author was beginning to hear about the sweet, gray-haired little 
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mother and her struggles to keep possession of the old family silver 
when his own home was reached and his companion pulled up to let 
him out. · 
Lowell went over the story to himself with tears in his eyes as he 
dressed for dinner. It would be long enough, he thought, to make a 
novel. Here was a new side of his power, he said to himself. How 
the critics would stare when they read the n~w book, but how the readers 
who had loved his work would linger over the pathos of the story and 
say to themselves that they had always known that the humorist had 
another self, could it be brought out. 
But the young man who had started this reverie was not to be un-
heard of, for the next morning Lowell received the following letter in 
a strange hand, on fine linen paper: 
My DEAR MR. LOWELL: 
Although I am not an author myself I am always glad to give stories to those 
who are, and so last night it pleased me very much to give you what ought to be 
a twelve-number serial in "The Bookster." But my conscience has troubl ed me 
so that, although I will not deprive you of a story, I will change it from traged y 
to comedy. I am not a poor young man on a mountain farm, but a senior in 
Eustace College. I live in Waterbury, Conn., and have neve.r been ~outh of 
Philadelphia, but acquired my Southern accent by mimicking my room-mate, who 
lives in Washington. My father is treasurer of a brass foundr y . . He is indeed 
a colonel, but it is Colonel of the Governor' s Foot Guard. So you see I have not 
deprived you of your story, but have only ~ered it. Perhap s it is not well for 
a humorist to deal in tragedy, anyway. 
Yours sincerely, 
JOHN AYR GOFF. 
P. S. Can't you come over to "The Elm s" to dinner Sunday ? I can't 
promise you any of the "Colonel 's Madeira put down by his ancestor in 1743," 
because my father prefers beer. 
Ph ilip E verett Curt iss. 
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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS. 
M GAIN the college campus is the scene of activity. Thursday evening, 
- September 22d, at 5.45, another year in the life of Trinity opened with 
evening prayer in the chapel. · . . . 
Friday, September j3d, at 4 P.M., came the Bulletin Board Rush between '07 
and '08. The usual result -victory for the freshmen - was attained. Fol-
lowing the Bulletin Board Rush came the Push Rush held on the campus at 
7.30 in the evening. Though met with stubborn resistance on the part of '07 
the Freshmen won out, having secured · the decision in two out of three rushes. 
Next in order was the annual march down town by the student body. In front 
of President Luther's residence the undergraduates stopped and cheered heartily 
for Trinity's new leader. The course of march was then resumed, Vernon street 
to Washington street, to State Capitol, where under the south portico college and 
national pride was manifested in the singing of " 'Neath the Elms" and 
"America." From the Capitol the procession passed along principal streets of 
the city amid the glare of :fireworks and colored lights. 
The Faculty has been strengthened by the coming of the Rev. Cranston 
Brenton, '99, to be Assistant Professor of English, and Professor Augustus H. 
Shearer, Rutgers, '99, who will assist Dr. Ferguson in the Department of History. 
Dr. Shea~er comes to Trinity with strong recommendations, having received the 
degree of M.A. from Harvard in 1901 and that of Ph.D. from the same Uni-
versity in 1903. For the past year he has been connected with the History 
Department of Harvard. 
Class officers for the Christmas term : 190 5 - President, Allen R. Good ale; 
Vive-President, Harry C. Boyd; Secretary-Treasurer, F. C. Meredith; Historian, 
Chas E. Gostenhofer. 1906 - President, Garrett D. Bowne; Vice-President, 
Austin D. Haight; Secretary-Treasurer, H. G. Barbour; Historian, F. A. G. 
Cowper. 1907 - President, H. de W. de Mauriac; Vice-President, I. R. Kepyon; 
Secretary-Treasurer, Philip Dougherty; Historian, J. A. Furrer. 1908 - Presi-
dent, George W. Hubbard; Vice-President, C. L. Trumbull; Secretary, F. J. 
Corbett. 
Boller, ex-'06, is back again after an absence of a year. He enters the class 
of '07. 
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At a meeting of the undergraduates held in the Latin room, September 29th, 
it was voted that each man in College be expected to join the Athletic Association. 
The general sentiment of the meeting was that every student should take an 
active part ·in athletics. Thus each one will feel that the success of the College 
teams depends upon his own interest in this direction. 
The Debating Club held its first regular meeting of the year in the History 
room September 24th. Harriman, '05, was re-elected President and Cameron, 
'06, was re-elected Secretary-Treasurer. A number of new men, some of whom 
have already proved their ability as debaters, have applied for membership. The 
outlook is for a successful season in this important branch of College activities. 
The Freshman class has elected the following men Captains and Managers 
of its several athletic teams: Football- Captain, Morgan; Manager, Budd. 
Basketball- Captain, Harvey Pond; Manager, Stevens. Track- Captain, 
Taylor; Manager, Wentworth. 
The College Tennis Association has elected the following officers: C. E. 
Gostenhofer, '05, President; A. R. Goo·dale, '05, Vice-President; G. D. Bowne, 
'06, Secretary-Treasurer. The Fall Tournament will be played beginning Oc-
tober 8th. 
At a meeting of the Sophomore Dining Club held in 14 Jarvis Hall, September 
• 29th, it was voted to have the annual Initiation Banquet on November 14th. 
Gateson, '06, was elected Toastmaster. 
Prof. W. M. Urban has been made Class Officer for 1908. 
A meeting of the undergraduates was held in Alumni Hall October 3d at 7 
o'clock, P.M. The purpose of the gathering was to stir up enthusiasm in college 
athletics. After the singing_ of songs President Luther addressed the students. 
His speech was followed by · remarks by Bishop Edsall of Minnesota. A few 
words were spoken by Coach Welch, Manager Farrow, Captain Morga~, Gradu-
ate Secretary-Treasurer Kelso Davis, and Johnson, '03. The men in College 
showed their allegiance to Trinity by pledging $300 for the support of the Foot 
Ball Team. 
North, '06, with the Faculty's approval, is giving an evening course of lectures 
in Chemistry. These lectures have a distinct bearing upon Pharmacy and are 
for the benefit of men who are looking forward to that branch of science as their 
profession. 
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The Faculty has made the following ruling in regard to hours of recitation: 
The last morning recitation closes at 12.55; the first afternoon recitation begins 
at 1.45, and the last recitation period closes at 3.45. This change holds only until 
the Thanksgiving recess and is made for the benefit and encouragement of football. 
Trinity was represented at the annual conference of the Connecticut Valley 
Student Missionary Conference at Amherst, Mass., October 7th · and 8th, by 
Roberts, '05, Huet and Graham, '06. 
On Sunday, October 1st, the sermon at the morning chapel service was 
preached by the Rt. Rev. S. C. Edsall, Bishop of Minrksota. The Bishop's 
address teemed with the thought that a man's Christianity must be shown in his 
daily life in order to be effective. • 
The august class of I 907 has issued the Annual Proclamation to Freshmen. 
This notice contains the rules which the Freshmen are supposed to live up to 
during their first year of College life. 
A course in English composition is offered this year by Professor Brenton, 
Assistant in the Department of English. 
Nineteen hundred and seven has been strengthened by the coming of Charles 
V. Ferguson, Hartford; Dexter E. Coggeshall, Everett, Mass.; George H. 
Wartman, Allentown, Pa.; John J. Boller, New York; Thomas B. Myers, 
Collinsville, Conn. Nineteen hundred and six is strengthened in its membership 
by Allen Sutcliffe, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; while Carroll H. Campbell, Windsor, 
Conn., and E. L. Baker, Pittsburg, Pa., have joined the Senior Class. 
The nonmatriculated specials are Vincent C. Brewer, East Hartford; Henry 
E. Edenburg, Hyde Park, Mass.; Walter Off, Peoria, Ill.; Francis P. Rohr-
mayer, Hartford. 
A meeting of the students was held in Alumni Hall October 4th at 1.30 P.M. 
for the purpose of discussing plans for the inauguration of President Luther 
October 26th. The meeting was addressed by F. E. Haight, '87, W. S. Schutz, 
'94, A. C. Graves, 'gr, and Prof. Perkins. 
Mr. Edward Collins Stone, B.A., Yale, is taking a post-graduate course lead-
ing to the degree of M.A. 
The class of r 908 bids fair to be one of the strong classes in the history of 
Trinity. Its members and their addresses: William Howard Bailey, Man-
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- chester, N. H.; Cleveland Harvey Beach, Boston, Mass.; Saul Berman, Hartford; 
Grosvernor Buck, Cheshire, Conn.; Bern Budd, New York; Chas. W. Bonner, 
Hartford; . James Brewster, Warehouse Point, Conn.; Louis Staun Buths, Hart-
ford; Paul MacMillan Butterworth, New York; Elmer H. Cha se, New Haven , 
Conn.; Herbert Gibs Chase, East Killingly, Conn.; Wm. Rich Cross, Auburn, 
N. Y.; Frederic Joseph Corbett, Hartford; E. Joseph Donnell y, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 
James K. Edsall, Minneapolis, Minn.; Philip S. Gage, Detroit, Mich_.; William · 
H. Gilbert, South Glastonbury, Conn. ; Herbert M. Geer, W arehouse Point, 
Conn.; Clarence Ro~ers Hardcastle, Emporia, Kan.; Perle y G. Haskell, New-
buryport, Mass.; J. Clinton Landefeld, Ashland , Pa.; William H. Lee, Sha-
mokin, Pa.; Herman F. _MacGuyer, Waterbur y, Conn.; Arthur W. Lake, Water-
bui:-y, Conn.; Clinton L. R. Mack, Wind sor, Conn.; Chas. W. McKone, Hart-
ford; Raymond J. Maplesden, Suffield, Conn.; Ho race B. Olmstead, East 
Hartford; Wallace W. Ozon, Jame s J. Page, Hartford; Tho s. M. Phillip , 
East Hartford; Harvey C. Pond, Hartford; De Witt C. Pond, Hartford; How-
ard S. Porter, Hartford; Karl A. Reiche, Hartford; Harold E. Robbins, Hart-
ford; Henry 0. Skilton, Waterbur y, Conn. ; Robert W. Stevens, Hartford; 
Martin Taylor, Yonkers, N. Y.; Frederic Wamersey, New York; Les-
lie B. Waterhouse, Hartford; D. Robbins Woodhouse , Wethersfield, Conn. ; 
Gilbert R. Wentworth, Hartford; Ralph R. Wolfe, Bloomfield, Conn.; 
Gerald M. Wrisley, Windsor, Conn.; Frank Zonbeck, New York; George 
W . Hubbard, Providence, R. I.; Ralph Delancey Hyde, Buffalo, N. 
Y.; Herman T. Morgan, Hartford; James 0. Morris, Pittsburg, Pa. ; Giles 
D. Ran~all, Meriden, Conn.; William J. Ryland, Amsterdam, N. Y.; Chas. L. 
Trumbull, Chic.ago, Ill.; Harry Slater Wilcox, Little Falls, N. Y. 
The undergraduate committee for the inauguration, Burrows, '05, Bowne, 
'06, and Kenyon, '07, have appointed the following committees: 
On Illumination - Roberts, '05, chairman; Haight, '06, De Mauriac, '07, 
and Grahame, '06. 
On Reception - Remsen, '05, chairman; Hedrick, '07, f!inkle, '06. 
On Music - Boyd, '05, chairman; George, '05, Gateson, '06, Furrur, '07, 
Brainerd, '06. 
General Advisory Committee - Go tenhofer, '05, chairman; Farrow, '05, 
Dougherty, '07. 
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PERSONALS. 
~ '56 -The address of the Rev. A. A. BRENTON, D.D., is changed to Crofton, Pa. 
'57 -The Alumni sermon at the semi-centennial of the Berkeley Divinity School 
was preached by the Rev. Dr. EDWARD ROWLAND and the ordination ad-
dress was delivered by Bishop W. W. NILES. 
'65 -The twenty-fifth anniversary of the rectorship of the Rev. Dr. H. H. 
Oberly was observed on Whitsunday last at Christ Church, Eliza-
beth, N. J. 
'68 - Profes sor HENRY FERGUSON has recently*delivered a historical address 
before the New Hampshire Society of the Sons of the American Revolu-
tion. He . also preached the sermon at the recent convention of the 
Diocese of Connecticut. 
\ '71 - Rev. W. F. HUBBARD has become headmaster of the Rock River Military 
Academ y, Di xon, Ill. H as recently published in pamphlet form an 
article entitled the " Scripcural Law of Divorce." 
'74-The Rev. PERCIVAL H. WHALEY has received the honorary degree of 
Doctor of Divinity from the U nivcrsity of the South. 
'80 -The Rt. Rev. R. H. NELSON has received the honorary degree of Doctor of 
Divinity from the Berkeley Divinity School and also from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. 
'80 and '82 - E. D. APPLETON, '80, and C. A. APPLETON, '82, have retired from 
the board of management of the firm of D. Appleton & Co. 
The Rev. CLARENCE E. BALL has become rector of St. George's Parish, 
Mt. Savage, Md. 
'88 -ARTHUR CLEVELAND HALL, Ph.D., has been elected Professor of Eco-
nomics in Kenyon College. The chair was founded by Andrew Car-
negie· in memory of the Hon. Edwin M. Stanton. 
'91 - Married in Trinity Church, Bristol, Conn., June 22d, the Rev. CHARLES 
NORMAN SHEPARD and Miss Marguerite Dunbar. 
'93 - BuRTON PARKER has resigned his position in the Hartford Rubber Works 
Company. · 
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'94-The Rev. FREDERICK F. JOHNSON has been appointed general missionary of 
the Diocese of Western Massachusetts. His address is Winchester 
Park Building, Springfield, Mass. 
'96 - Married in Hartford, June 8th, CHARLES SHIRAS MORRIS and Miss Grace 
. Judson Root. 
'97 - CARL G. ZIEGLER was ordained to the Diaconate on the I Ith of June in 
Mariner's Church, Detroit, Mich. 
'98 - Married in the Church of the Epiphany, New York City, October 12th, 
ROBERT W. GRAY and Miss Mary Kremer. 
HENRY J. QUIRK has been ordained Deacon by the Bishop of Chicago and 
is on the staff of the Albany Cathedral. 
'99 -The Rev. H. LANDON RICE has become rector of St. Peter's Church, 
Hobart, N. Y. 
0. P. CoLLOQUE has received the degree of Ph.D. from New York Uni-
versity. 
'oo - CHARLES F. SMART has been graduated from the United States Military 
Academy at West Point. 
Married in Naugatuck, Conn., May 31st, the Rev. ELLSWORTH M. TRACY 
and Miss Bertha Pauline Bristol. 
>01 - FRANKS. MOREHOUSE was ordained to the Diaconate on the 4th of June 
in St. ·Andrew's Church, Kent, Conn., by the Bishop of North Dakota, 
un_der whom he is to undertake missionary work. 
ARTHUR P. KELLEY has been ordained to the Diaconate by the Bishop of 
New Hampshire. 
'02 - Mart'ied in St. James' Church, Hartford, June 23d, Rev. CHARLES E. 
TuKE and Miss Lucy Bidwell Hawkins. 
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NECROLOGY. 
'52 -GEORGE CURTIS TINGLEY died at his home in Providence, R. I., on the 
30th of April last, aged 7 I years. 
'59 - EDMUND MARWOOD FERGUSON died at Pittsburg, Pa., June 18th, aged 67. 
He left college on account of ill-health and engaged in business and 
manufactures, in which he became very successful. Two brothers pre-
ceded him in college and two followed him: John Day Ferguson, '5 I, 
Samuel Ferguson, '57, Walton Ferguson, '63, and Henry Ferguson, '68. 
'70-FRANK W. WHITLOCK died at his home in Great Barrington, Mass., on the 
18th of September. He was by profession a civil engineer, but had 
retired from active work. Several years ago his mother founded two 
oratorical prizes in the · College, bearing his name. 
THE STROLLER. 
- HE STROLLER heard a remark the other day which struck him as charac-
- teristic of College comment generally. "The College meeting yesterday," 
the speaker had said, " was the first I remember in which the Freshmen 
were not cussed out." For a minute THE STROLLER was staggered. Poor, unap-
preciatd first-year men, was that their lot? How many times had THE STROLLER 
himself sharpened his caustic tongue on their devoted heads? But then he paused. 
It really seemed a rather strange assertion,-the fact ·had really never struck THE 
STROLLER before, - but wait a minute. The speaker's class? of course, is 1907 ! 
The mystery is solved. Come to think of it the Freshmen last yea~ were generally 
"cussed out" for being out,_._ of meetings, - and the few present had to 
listen to it. They were so generally spoken to strongly, and even, THE STROLLER 
fears, cussed at, that a surviving member coming to a year of discretion really felt 
the absence of it painfully. Perhaps he had been looking forward to leaning 
back in his seat and scowling at the trembling subjects of an upper-classman's 
denunciation in conscious pride that he was part and parcel of the cussers instead of 
the cussed. Who knows ? Then to go and find it the first meeting he had ever 
known-it was a wonder he had not said that ever was-in which the newcomers 
were left alone, - well, THE STROLLER can only sympathize. The year of the 
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Soph is beset with trials and disappointed ambition the like of which a Freshman 
never knows. 
THE STROLLER, however, is really glad to note the way the Juniors have put 
aside their traditional taunting of the hard-working Sophomores, and even taken 
their side. They had to be careful last year not to take the usual second year 
stand, so who can blame them if now, in the full dignity of rule-free upper-class-
men, they do as they choose? In fact, though it seems a trifle strange to hear 
frenzied shouts of "lights out! - on! - out! " and to recognize the voice of one 
of the Freshman's sworn protectors, THE STROLLER wisely draws his head in 
and is thankful that the latest additions to the community are in good hands. 
"It hurts me, my boy, more than it does you" - so often true of Sophomore 
discipline - fortunately does not hold for that managed and executed by Juniors. 
ATHLETICS. 
FOOTBALL . . 
Trinity's prospects for football seemed very poor at the opening of College, 
as but few men of last year's team returned this fall, and the new men appeared 
slowly. Hard work by the captain, manager, and coach, in and out of College 
meetings, has brought out a fair number of men, but there are still many who 
should respond. Under energetic supervision the team is shaping well and gives 
promise of speed and cleverness, although it will still be light. So little practice 
preceded the Yale game that it was no real test of the team as a whole, though it 
gave data for an estimate of the individual players. 
Captain Owen Morgan, Manager Farrow, and Coach Welch are a strong 
combination and are doing everything in their . power for the team. A larger 
squad and some degree of generosity cannot fail to produce a creditable, if not an 
irresistible, representation. 
YALE-TRINITY. 
The Trinity Football Team lined up for its opening game against Yale in 
New Haven Saturday, October 1st, and was defeated 42 too. This was Yale's 
second game, and greatly superior weight was also a factor in the result. Trin-
ity's defense was fair under the circumstances, and between fumbles some ability 
to advance the ball was displayed. After Yale had scored three times, fumbles 
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always contributing, Donnelly broke through on an attempted field goal from 
placement, but was downed by Hoyt after a run of sixty yards. A fumble killed 
all hope of a touchdown in the next few minutes, though a field goal might 
better have been attempted. The Trinity defense showed up well in the second 
half against Yale's substitute backs, and was throughout an improvement over 
last year. 
Captain Morgan played a good game, and Donnelly and Landefeld are 
strong additions. 
The lineup follows: 
Trinity. Yale. 
Gateson ...................... left end ......... Cates, Stevens, Spaulding 
Donnelly .................... left tackle .... Bloomer, Turner, P. White 
Lauderburn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . left guard ....... Kinney, P. Smith, Gillis 
Buths......................... center ........... Roraback, Cartwright 
Wentworth .................. right guard ............ Tripp, Hockmeier 
Dougherty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . right end ................ Hogan, Kineon 
T. Morgan, Ozon. . . . . . . . . . . . right end ........ Hare, Hyatt, Ortmayer 
Pond Hubbard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . quarterback ......... Rockwell, Hutchinson 
W. Morgan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. left" halfback ................ Hoyt, Roome 
Lee, Cunningham, Budd ...... right halfback ...... Quill, Stevenson, Morse 
Landefeld ...... ! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • fullback ................ Shevlin, White 
EXCHANGES. 
As this is the first month of the year our exchanges are very few and those 
that we have received are mostly in a first stage, as it were - have not yet " found 
themselves" - and are filled with editorials and notices calling for candidates 
and workers in every field. One thing in this line is very noticeable, and that is 
the apparently gloomy tone of many of the football editorials, in which men are 
urged to "brace up and come out on the field, as we need every man this year," 
and rooters are urged to " come down every afternoon and encourage the men 
on the field." This is rather pleasing to readers in other colleges, because we are 
apt to get the idea that ours is the only C.ollege in which spirit needs stirring up 
to get it to the highest pitch. But when we read of mass meetings in other 
colleges where coach~s, with a g~eat gift of oratory, urge the students to awake 
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from their lethargy, and when we find editorial after editorial urging the presence 
of rooters on the field and referring in bitter sarcasm to " the disgraceful indif-
ference of last Wednesday," we are cheered by the knowledge of companions in 
our trouble, and feel that not only at our own College is spirit " going to the 
demni tion bow-wows." 
We said, a paragraph or two ago, that . all our exchanges seemed to be in an 
unsettled state. Now, we will retract that statement. There is one exchange 
that is as calm; as unruffled, as dignified, and as placid as if summer vacations had 
never existed, and as if this were the last issue of a twelve years' run. That 
exchange is the Harvard Monthly. We wonder sometimes if the editors of this 
beloved old contemporary of ours are not like those trick piano players in Keith's, 
who relieve each other at the keyboard by substituting first one hand and· then 
the other for the hands of the companion player, while the music goes on unin-
terrupted. We fail to see how the Monthly could have gotten its composed and 
settled air in any other way. No other College magazine could ever have done 
it in the world. 
We bear no· ill-will towards the Monthly~ in fact we do not see how we could 
get on without it, as its refined manner and general air of good breeding are like 
an oasis in the desert of short-lived, loud-voiced magazines from various colleges 
in unmentionable places, but there is one thing about the old Monthly that we 
could never understand, and that is why the editors will persist in printing first 
essays on Swinburne and then right next them "college" stories of the Will-you-
get-out-of-here-Jim-said - " Bat "-throwing-a-book-at-him kind. Of course . the 
college stories are all good ones - the Monthly would not publish them if they 
were not, but the appearance of that kind of story in our dear old friend the 
Monthly pains us deeply. When the young Sophomore in our entry comes 
tumbling up the stairs in the small hours and goes banging into his room we 
never give the matter a second thought, but when the innocent old book-worm 
of a Senior in the next room tips his respectable mortar board onto the side of 
his head and does the same, we retire to our closet and shed a bitter tear. Ple;:ise 
don't do it, Harvard Monthly. 
The. Lafayette publishes an interesting list of the football captains and their 
positions of twenty-four colleges, Trinity among them. 
Lafayette has this year 135 Freshmen, of whom all excepting thirteen are 
from Pennsylvania and New Jersey. It would be interesting to make a list of 
the principal colleges showing localities from which they draw their students. 
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'' THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA." 
Incorporated 1819. Charter Perpetual. 
Cash Capital, . 
Cash Assets, 
Total Liabilities, 
$4,000,000.00 
15,190,888.15 
5,130,150.44 
Net Surplus, 
Surplus as to Policy-holders, 
Losses Paid in 85 Years, 
$6,060,737.71 
10,060,737.71 
96,328,139.96 
WM. B. CLARK, President. 
W. H. KING, Secretary. 
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, C. J. IRVIN, A. N. WILLIAMS, Assistant Secretaries. 
WESTERN BRANCH; j . 
Traction Building, Cincinnati, O. ( KEELER & GALLAGHER, Gen'l Agents. 
NORTHWESTERN BRANCH, J WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent. · 
Omaha, Neb. 1 W. P. HARFORD, Ass't Gen'l Agent, 
PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal. { BOARDMAN & SPENCER, } General Agents. 
{ CHICAGO, ILL., 145 La Salle St. BosTON, 95 Kilby St. _INLAND MARINE DEPARTMENT, NEw YORK, 52 Pine St. PHILADELPHIA, 226 Walnut St. 
ilttrtfnrh UJ4tnlngirttl 
.@,rmiunry. 
Hartford Theological Seminary, while 
carefully preserving as the dominant 
aim a practical preparation for the 
· active pastorate, affords ample oppor-
tunity for as much specialization as 
the student's individual capacity or 
needs suggest. By a method of group 
electives, emphasis may be laid on 
work in any department. There are 
also special courses in Missions, Re-
ligious Pedagogy and Sociology. · The 
Seminary is well equipped in every 
way, and is open to college graduates 
of all denominations on equal terms. 
Apply to THE DEAN, HOSMER HALL, 
HAR.TFOR.D, CONN. 
THE 
lEtna National Bank 
OF HARTFORD . 
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS, 
$525,000 .00 $525,000.00 
DEPOSITS, 
$3,000,000.00. 
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN STREET, 
.tEtna Life Building, next door to Public Library. 
OFFICERS, 
A. SPENCER, JR., President. 
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President. 
W. D. MoRGAN, Cashier. 
DIRECTORS. 
HoN. MORGAN G. BULKELEY, 
APPLETON R. HILLYER, JAMES B. CONE, 
MORGAN B. BRAINARD, 
ALFRED SPENCER, JR ., 
A. G. LOOMIS, w. R. C. CORSON. 
This bank offers to depositors every facility which 
their balances, business, and responsibility warrant. 
Safe deposit boxes for rent. 
Open an account with us. 
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Connecticut Fire Insurance . Company, 
Cash Capital, 
· $1,000,000.00 
Cash Capital, . . 
Reserve for Reinsurance, 
All Outstanding Claims, 
Net Surplus, 
Total Assets, 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
SUMMARY 
Total Assets, 
$4,734. 791.83 
$r,ooo,ooo.oo 
2,03r,r44.70 
279,043.62 
1,008,423.20 
$4,318,611.52 
J. D. BROWNE, President. CHARLES R. BURT, Secretary. 
L. W. CLARK, and W. H. HOWE, Ass't Secretaries. 
· W. E. BAKER & SON, Local Agents, 700 Main St., Hartford, Conn. 
Interior Decorators and Furnishers 
Rugs, Carpets, and floor Co"ering, 
Porticres and Window J)angings, 
Couch and furniture Co"ers, matt 
papers and Decorations. /l- 1" /l-
Estimates Furnished. 
J. J. SEINSOTH, 
11-15 MAIN STREET, OPPOSITE BARNARD PARK. 
CALL AND SEE 
JAKE'S BIRDS. 
The Nearest First-Class 
HDRUQ STORE" 
to Trinity College. 
EVJ?.:RYTHINO TO BE FOUND IN 
A FIRST-CLASS DRUG STORE. 
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DUNLAP HA TS, 
E. & W. COLLARS, 
E. & W. DRESS SHIRTS, 
FOWNE'S GLO\tES, 
CHAMBERLAIN & SHAUGHNESSY, 
FINE UNDERWEAR, 
REGAL $3.so SHOES, 
65-67-69 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
RAIN COATS, 
LONG GOWNS, 
THE NEAL, GOFF & INGLIS CO., 
976 to 986 Main Street, Sell 
Furniture, Rugs, Pictures, and Frames 
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS. 
eAlso Couch Covers and 'Pillows, Ov!attresses, Etc. 
U-NEED-US WHEN YOU ENTERTAIN OR CELEBRATE 
WE SUPPLY THE BEST, THE MOST COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE IDEAS IN 
Decorations, Illuminations, Electric Displays, Canopies, Floor Crashes 
for Dancing, Dinner Parties, Weddings, Balls, Receptions. 
___ Write or c~ll on us and get our ideas and prices for this kind of w·ork b~fore placing your orders elsewhere. 
We are the best equipped, have the largest stock and most competent workmen in New England. The ONLY 
Flag Manufacturers in the City. COLLEGE FLAGS A SPECIALTY. 
SIMONS & FOX, 240 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
EGYPTIAN 
DEITI_E·s 
No 'JJetter Turkish Cigarette can be made 
CORK TIPS 
QR .PLAIN 
Look for Signature 
el S. ANA~GYitOS 
.. Students - should patronize Tablet Advertisers. 
I 
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PHONE u7-2, 
DR. H. DRYHURST, 
DENTIST. 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Entrance u Pratt Street. Room 4. 
Admiral Cafe. 
SCHLITZ, MILWAUKEE, BURTON AND 
BASS FROM THE WOOD. 
M. B. SMITH, Proprietor. 
For your Fireplace : 
l\nhirnun, 
~park Q;ua:rhs, 
1Ainnhn. 
We have the Largest and Best Line in the City. 
WHITE & WHITMORE, 
424 ASYLUM STREET. 
T. SISSON & CO., 
729 Main Stree~, 
OFFER A GREAT VARIETY OF 
SOAPS FOR TOILET AND BA TH. 
Perfumes, Hair and Tooth Brushes. 
Attention, Boys. Notice! 
What is pleasanter than having a 
pretty girl manicure your nails ? 
Shampooing; facial massage; dan-
druff cured. Corns removed with-
out pain. Call on 
MISS GOODRICH, 
Rooms 4:20-4:2:2 Connecticut Mutual Building. 
BRANCH-Suite 18, Universalist Bldg., 686 Main St. 
J. _C. DEXTER, 
PHOTOGRAPHER, 
753 Main Street, • - - - Hartford, Conn. 
ON DIAMONDS, WATOiES, ETC. 
AT THE LOWEST RATt:S OF INTEREST. 
AN OLD ESTABLISHED CONCERN TO oeAL wmt. 
COLLATERAL. LOAN CO. 
OPEN EVENING& 71 ASYLUM ST. 
ANYTHING YOU WANT 
THAT A DRUG STORE 
SHOUL "D HAVE YOU 
WILL FIND AT THE 
MARWICK DRUG STORES, 
Corner j Main and Asylum and ( Asylum and Ford Sis. 
AT ALL TIMES 
MAKE US YOUR CONVENIENCE. 
TRINITY COLLEGE BARBER SHOP. 
VIBRATION SHAMPOOING. 
J. G. MARCH, Proprietor. 
ROOM 1 
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL 
BUILDING. 
WANTED 
Entrances, 
783 Main Street, 
36 Pearl Street. 
College Students during their vacation 
can easily make $20 to $30 per week. 
Write for Particulars. 
THE UNIVERSAL MFG. CO., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
LAW SCHOOL. 
Three years' course leading to the degrees-
Bachelor of Law, Bachelor of Jurisprudence, and 
Master of Jurisprudence. 
College graduates of high standing, sufficient 
maturity and earnestness of purpose, may com-
plete the course in two years, provided they attain 
the honor rank. 
For further particulars address 
DEAN MELVILLE M. BIGELOW, 
Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass. 
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Cornell University Medical College, 
New York City. 
The course covering four years begins during the 
first week in October and continues until June. 
A preliminary training in natural science is of great 
advantage. 
All the classes are divided into small sections for reci-
tations, laboratory and clinical bedside instruction. 
Students are admitted to advanced standing after 
passing the requisite examinations. 
The successful completion of the first year in any 
College or University recognized by the Regents of 
the State of New York as maintaining a satisfactory 
standard is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for 
admission which have lately been raised. 
The annual announcement giving full particulars 
will be mailed on application. 
WM. M. POLK, M.D., LL.D., DEAN, 
Cornell University Medical College, 
27th and 28th Streets and First Ave., New York City. 
with "Special Smokeless Steel" 
barrel has a higher velocity and 
larger diameter than the .30 
calibre; makes a big hole and 
goes deep; usea a straight taper 
shell not liable to stick or break 
in the chamber; can bo used 
with low power smokeless, 
black powder ar.d miniature 
loads with best results. 
Send 3 stamps for our 120-pare, 
up-to-date arms and ammu 'ni-
tion Catalog No, A 742, 
MARLIN FIREARMS CO. 
F. B. CUM .MINGS 
FIRST CLASS 
Livery and Boarding Stables 
Family Carriages to let by Day or Month 
Asylum Avenue 
Rear of Brown Stone Church 
J.B. RYAN, 
Formerly of the Elm Tree Inn and recently 
from the Parsons Theatre Cafe, 
has returned to the 
ELM TR -EE INN, 
FARMINGTON, CONN. 
oN ~ De 
0~ CIGARS(.(' 
'v TOBACCOS:<c 0 ESTABLISHED~ 
s · 1557 0 
~ MEERSc°tiAUM & i 
~ BRIAR PIPES C:: 
'1s;-R.E:PAIRED· O~~-
t.u,-, Si: liP--~°'~ 
Buv YouR 
COLLARS, CUFFS, NECKWEAR, 
GLOVES, DRESS SHIRTS, every-
thing in the line of Men's Furnishings 
AT KASHMANN'S, 
12 STATE ST. CITY HALL SQUARE. 
NARRAGANSETT HOTEL, 
D. B. HALL, Proprietor. 
The Home of all College Teams when 
in Providence, R. I. 
STUDENTS! 
Our Advertisers Support Us, 
PATRONIZE THEM. 
F. J. CALLAN. P. J. CALLAN. 
CALLAN & SON, 
CusToM TAI LO Rs. 
SUITS MADE TO ORDER. 
Clothes Clta,ud, Prt11td, 
and Rtpairtd. 
8 FORD STREET, 
Hartford, Conn. 
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LEADING STYLES. POPULAR PRICES. HEUBLEIN 'BARBER SHOP, 
P. H. BILLINGS, 
,. 
Electric Massage, 
Six Chairs. Manicure. 
J. GOULET, 34 Mulberry Street. 
H Asylum Strut, Hartford, Conn. COME out of the beaten path and join the ranks of those who are 
f!\C. 73. -/ will make you the Finest Suit or beating out a better way of making 
Overcoat in the City for $25.00. CUSTOM SUITS AND OVERCOATS. 
STODDARD & CAULKINS, 
tontractors and Builders. 
CABINET WORK, INTERIOR 
FINISH, AND GENERAL JOBBING. 
Junction Charter Oak and Vredendale Avenues, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
FALL WOOLENS NOW READY. 
Give us your Order. B..4..IN COATS ALL WEIGHTS. 
GEMMILL, BURNHAM & CO., Inc. 
FULL :I)BESS SUITS FOB BENT. 
WANAMAKER 
and BROWN, 
TA IL ORS. 
Imported and Domestic Suitings. Plain and Fancy 
Overcoatings. Rain Proof Coatings. Fancy Silk 
Vestings. Full Dress and Tuxedo Suits. . . . . . 
OUR STRONG POINTS 
STYLE, QUALITY, 
MODERATE PRICES. 
. Strictly all Wool Suits and Overcoats. 
SALESROOM, 71 ASYLUM STREET, RooM 1. 
E. S. ALTEMUS, 
MERCHANT TAILOR, 
Rooms 27-28 Catlin Building. 
.,,, .,,, Ji 
-VERY Student wants his room to be 
- prettily furnished and comfortable ; it 
will add enjoyment to his college life . . . 
Come to us for RUGS, DRAPERIES, BRIC-
A-BRAC, SCREENS, FURNITURE, or 
whatever you need to make your quarters 
habitable. We offer Greatest Variety at 
Lowest Cost. 
BROWN, THOMPSON & C . 
THE NEW TRINITY SEAL 
IN PINS, HAT PINS, AND FOBS. . 
e. 0undlacb & Co., 
20 State Street, City Han· Square. 
PLUMBING 
of your home placed in sanitary condition by 
~~~LICENSED PLUMBERS~~~= 
N. B. BULL & SON, 
Established 1854. 
Telephone 1019-5. 345 Asylum Street. 
